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Christmas Party 2015

Above: On the front of a gondola car pushed by SP745, Santa and his elves arrive to a huge
crowd at LASTA’s yard.
Photo: Jim “Bigfoot” Bellmyer
by Lewis Doherty

This year’s Louisiana Steam
Train Association [LASTA]
Christmas party with its accompanying invitation mailing, event announcements
on radio and in The Advocate
was well attended. Approximately 350 people attended
the December 12th open
house event at LASTA’s yard.
Many more who were unable to attend learned about or
reacquainted themselves with
LASTA through the invitational mailings and the general
media including after event
coverage on WWL .
A promised, Santa and his
elves rolled into the yard on a
gondola car pushed by
SP745 to the excitement of
the children.
The arrivals from the North
Pole moved from the one car
train into the parked Jefferson
car where Santa held court listening to children describing
their wishes for presents. A
packed queue of youngsters
and their parents extending
from Santa’s thrown located at

the porch end of Jefferson,
through the interior of the
eighty-five foot bar/lounge car
and well out on to the ground.
With Santa and the elves
in Jefferson and out of the
gondola car, adults and
teenagers began taking rides
in the gondola car powered by
SP745. And when the children completed their audience
with Santa, they and their parents also enjoyed rides in the
gondola car.
The weather was near perfect, not rainy and cold but
windy. Some of the wind was
provided by an Acadian Ambulance helicopter which
landed on the helipad next to
our yard adding to the fun for
the crowd. The wash from
helicopter made it necessary
for party participants to hold
down the large event tent, so
that it also didn’t take to flight.
LASTA’s gift shop sold
items with LASTA’s name and
designs to help spread the
word about the organization
and generate funds for its
work. Food and soft drinks

were also available for the
crowd. New memberships
were taken at the gate and
the 2016 LASTA Calendar
as well as recent 745 Journals were displayed there also.
General media invitations
included an article inviting
people to attend the Christmas party with the photo of
Santa and his elves on the
front of SP745 in The Advocate. Hazel Schlueter of
Hazel and the Delta Ramblers mentioned the party on
her radio show.
WWL’s newscast covered
the event, a copy of which
can be found on WWL staff
member
Kirk
Jacob’s
YouTube site entitled “745
Steam Train on WWL-TV.”
This news report then also
lead to further coverage by
WWL through its Action Report the video located on
WWL’s YouTube site entitled “Action Report: Volunteers Seeking Museum
Site for Historic Steam Engine.”

745 Club Members

Patti Abbott
Matt Anderson
Matt Barrebruce A.
Bruce A. Brown
David Brown
J. Roger Brown Jr.
Glenn Carl
Steven A Deloney
Ray & Marie Duplechain
Ellsworth Corporation
Ed G. & Marti Ernewein
Leon Ford IV
Gary Fox
E. J. Friedrichs Jr.
James Guilbeau
Charles Heimerdinger
David Honold L.E.
Richard Jacobs
Barry J. Keegan
Philip LaRosa
Richard & Patricia Lauffer
Gerry Lynch
Wayne & Charlene Minnick
Bill Morris
Philip Moseley
Allan Nation
John Price
The Roome Family
Louis R Saillard Iv
Brian Schenk
Karl Smith
Richard Spencer
David & Anissa Spraul
Jonathan Sturges
Nolan P. & Deanna Zeringue
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Above: While the members of the crowd waited for their
turn to ride the train, they were provided with music from
the Blue Grass band Hazel and the Delta Ramblers shown
here consisting of Larry Schlueter on bass fiddle, Scott Kropog on guitar, Russ Vandyke on banjo and Hazel Schlueter
on mandolin. Later in the day, Jason Mercado entertained
the crowd with singing and guitar.

Below: They were also provided with a view of an upcoming rebuild, the Bisso locomotive, and a placard dePhotos: Jim “Bigfoot” Bellmyer
scribing it.

Board Meeting:
February 25th
Steam Up
February 28th
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Drop by the yard
on Saturdays
to visit or help.

745 Journal

Founder’s Column

LASTA’s youngest
volunteer,
Jacob
Stryon,
and
LASTA’s founder,
Bruce Brown, are
seen at the Christmas
Party with Allen
Maleig following.
Jacob purchased
components of an
AMTRAK conductor’s uniform and
managed the loading of the passengers
into
the
gondola car.
Bruce dressed in the traditional steam locomotive crew
dress of overalls.
Photo: Jim “Bigfoot” Bellmyer

by Bruce Brown, Membership Director

Santa sent word of how
very pleased he was with
LASTA's Christmas party!
Though he admitted being
tired from all the “beautiful
children” on his knee, he
looks forward to next year's
visit at our rail yard. We are
already planning for it!
Please note the new addition to the 745 Journal. All
of the 745 Club members
will be permanently listed on
our front page. We are so
grateful for their support. In
turn, they receive lifetime
LASTA membership with all
the benefits of regular membership. They also have the
opportunity to throttle SP
745 under steam in our yard
(under supervision). Since
our 2016 membership drive,
LASTA is happy to announce two new 745 Club
members: Edwin J. Friedrichs,
Jr. and Richard & Patricia
Lauffer. WELCOME!
Also please note on your
LASTA Calendar that
STEAM UP is Sunday, February 28. All LASTA members are invited to come to
the yard and watch SP 745
steam up and even help in
the process – a “hands on”

experience (all under supervision of course). Once
steamed up, the 745 will
move up and down the track.
As mentioned above, 745
Club members may engineer
this wonderful machine! If
you are a 745 Club member
and wish to throttle, please
let us know so we can plan
accordingly.
Steam-Up days are designed to be both fun and educational. LASTA will
supply free hot dogs and
lemonade but donations are
most welcomed.
Finally most of you stated
that you would prefer the
745 Journal be sent by
postal mail. Since the U. S.
Post Office requires a minimum of 200 letters for a
mailing to qualify for its nonprofit bulk mail rates, those
who designated e-mail service were also included in this
mailing to make that minimum number which saved
LASTA big on postage. E mail recipients will still receive the quick, color e-mail
version in addition to the
printed version.
In closing, again we are
grateful for all your support
and encouragement. Hope to
see you at STEAM UP!
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Above Left: Santa with one of the numerous children in the Jefferson car.

Above Right: Among the numerous tasks that had to be accomplished before the Christmas party included installing
SP745’s whistle. Because steam locomotive whistles are a prime target for railway collectors, thieves target them. Although
the yard is secured, no chances are taken, and any items that are valuable and removable are locked away. Here Ritchie
Jacobs (holding wrench), Nathan Hull (sitting on top) and Jacob Stryon (standing on catwalk) are seen reinstalling the
whistle while Ron Goldman sits in the fireman’s seat. Then after the party it was removed.
Main Photograph Below: Kirk Jacob, seen in a 745 cap at the head of the crowd of eager passengers at the loading point,
kept them from getting too close to the tracks.
Inset Photo Below: One of many gondola car loads of passengers. Although many people stood, this particular passenger
friendly gondola car has seats.
Photos: Jim “Bigfoot” Bellmyer
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The Porter Locomotive Goes to a New Home

745 Journal

Bruce Brown and Ritchie Jacobs attach straps to the
Porter to lift it with the Orton railroad crane and
place it on a trailer to head to its new home.
Left photo: J. Roger Brown Right photo: Ritchie Jacobs

by Lewis Doherty

The Porter double-expansion compressed air locomotive was moved from
LASTA’s yard to its new
home at the Age of Steam
Roundhouse at Sugar
Creek, Ohio.
Not only does this free up
space in the yard, consider-

ing LASTA’s current projects
and plans to undertake the
Bisso locomotive rebuild,
the Age of Steam Roundhouse is better able than
LASTA to rebuild, maintain and display the engine.

In-Kind Donations
by Lewis Doherty

The Blue Water Rubber
& Gasket Company, which
has provided LASTA with
in-kind donations of gaskets
and hoses, most recently donated a new four inch water
feed line for SP745’s tender.

Many thanks for its continued support of LASTA’s efforts.
Those who are willing to
donate and may have materials, tools and equipment
which LASTA might need,
please let us know.

The Train to Adventure
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